
FEURS [L-H] - 25 July 
Race 1 - Prix ?Paris-Turf? -  2850m Monte. Purse EUR €24,000. 

1. FORTUNA - Seventh beaten 9L in a lower class at Vichy two weeks ago. Only second mounted outing.  

2. DISCO DES TAUREAUX - Made all to win by 1.25L in this class at Saint Galmier three weeks back. Can 

go close once more racing barefoot. 

3. CACHOU D'EM - Eighth beaten 14L at this venue in a lower class and still a maiden after six attempts in 

the saddle.  

4. CARE LOVE - Struggling of late and going up in class.  

5. ECKMUHL JACK - Sixth beaten 5L in a lower class driven event here sixteen days ago. Switching back 

to mounted company and has a better record in the saddle. 

6. EL VIENTO - Runner-up at Marseille Borely in a higher class beaten 0.25L at the start of last month. Top 

claims. 

7. DONYX D'HAGUE - DQ at Vichy when in contention in a higher class two weeks ago. Worth another try.  

8. CHOUPETTE JALLERIE - Struggling in lower classes. Switching to a mounted event and placed on only 

outing in the saddle. 

9. CABOTIN DU BOCAGE - DQ at Vichy in this class but did win the time before beating El Viento at Marseille 

Borely. Could bounce back without shoes.  

Summary: DISCO DES TAUREAUX (2) made all to win at Saint Galmier in this class by 1.25L when 
switching back to a mounted contest. Looks the one to beat. CABOTIN DU BOCAGE (9) was DQ at Vichy 
however the time before beat EL VIENTO (6) by 0.25L in a higher grade. Both are expected to feature. 
ECKMUHL JACK (5) struggled in driven races recently. Switches back to a mounted event where a better 
record is maintained. 

Selections 

DISCO DES TAUREAUX (2) - CABOTIN DU BOCAGE (9) - EL VIENTO (6) - ECKMUHL JACK (5)  



Race 2 - Prix Biesse France -  2050m Harness. Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. IQUITA GRIFF - 8L fifth in this company on third autostart at Vichy. More needed. 

2. ISLANDE VOLSIN - 10L third on autostart debut in an easier event at Cagnes-sur-Mer nine days ago. 

Consider. 

3. INNAMORATA BLOTAIE - Failed to complete in both autostart runs since resuming. Ignored. 

4. ILYSIA FLASH - 2L third when debuting in an autostart two starts ago at Hyeres. Player. 

5. IDEE FIXE - Held fourth in a claiming autostart sixteen days ago at this track. More on plate. 

6. ILIS DU VALLON - Two placings from five starts thus far. Early days but others preferred. 

7. INOLA DE BERTRANGE - One placing from four autostart efforts. Looking elsewhere. 

8. INDILA MATH - 3L runner up on autostart debut at this track last month. Leading hope. 

9. ITALIA SUN - Failed to complete on debut in weaker company last month. Best watched. 

10. ILE DU SABLIER - Beaten a long way when debuting at Avignon a fortnight ago. Needs major progress. 

11. IDYLLE DU MESNIL - Yet to reach the placings in four autostarts. Readily opposed. 

12. INDRA DE FORGES - Down the field in claiming company sixteen days ago. Others make more appeal. 

13. INDIENNE DU ROSSY - Fair runner up effort in a weaker country venue walk up eleven days ago. May 

improve. 

14. ICONE DES FORGES - Not enthused in a pair of weaker autostarts. Definite improvement needed. 

15. INESKA - Two straight placings in walk ups prior to a break. Not dismissed on autostart debut. 

16. IALTA DE BERTRANGE - Fair 1.25L fifth first up in this company. Contender on second autostart 

attempt. 

Summary: INDILA MATH (8) was a good runner-up when debuting in a similar course autostart. Expected 
to go close with any amount of improvement. ILYSIA FLASH (4) could be off the mark on second autostart 
run. Displayed a good level of ability at Hyeres and is a leading contender. INDIENNE DU ROSSY (13) can 
be considered after a second among easier company on first outing. May progress. IALTA DE BERTRANGE 
(16) holds claims. Showed up well finishing fifth in this grade two back. 

Selections 

INDILA MATH (8) - ILYSIA FLASH (4) - INDIENNE DU ROSSY (13) - IALTA DE BERTRANGE (16)  



Race 3 - Prix Boucherie 2B -  2050m Harness. Purse EUR €15,000. 

1. HALLUCINATION - 8L sixth in a similar autostart at Lignieres three starts ago. Step forward required. 

2. HINDY DE CAZOULENE - Two placings from thirteen driven outings thus far. Others have stronger claims. 

3. HUGOLINE - Two consecutive walk up placings since racing barefoot. Player on autostart debut. 

4. HIGHWAY DANICA - Unplaced in three autostarts to date. Opposed. 

5. HALTESSE DU BOIS - Yet to hit the frame in four autostarts. Look elsewhere. 

6. HAVANE ERGE - Two autostart placings from eight outings. Could improve without front shoes for the 

first time. 

7. HOTLINE JAVANAISE - Two DQs in previous three walk ups. Has ability but frustrating. 

8. HAISY DE BERTRANGE - Improved 1.5L fourth on second autostart attempt at Lignieres two runs back. 

Consider without shoes. 

9. HORTENSE PRIMO - Dual placer from five autostart runs. May have more to offer barefoot for the first 

time. 

10. HANSONIA - 14L seventh in an easier autostart seventeen days ago at Vichy. Minor role likely. 

11. HAUTE DE LA TOUR - Seventeen race maiden who missed the placings on both autostart efforts. 

Progress required. 

12. HUCCA D'URZY - Failed to complete on fourth autostart at Vichy on penultimate outing. More needed. 

13. HALBANE DU COUDRAY - Scored on autostart debut prior to a fair 2.5L fifth subsequently. Mixed form 

this season. Key player without shoes for the first time. 

14. HADRYA SCOTT - Beaten a long way in both autostart runs to date. Hard to enthuse. 

15. HAKOUNA DE L'AUNAY - Unplaced in three autostarts but arrives in good walk up form. Not dismissed. 

16. HAVANA DE SOYORA - Grass winner at Avignon in a walk up a fortnight ago. Contender on second 

autostart run. 

Summary: HALBANE DU COUDRAY (13) is expected to go well after winning on autostart debut prior to a 
fair 2.5L fifth subsequently. Top claims without shoes for the first time. HAVANA DE SOYORA (16) scored 
on grass attempting an Avignon walk up. Leading chance delivering second autostart with progress likely. 
HUGOLINE (3) holds each way claims. Managed two straight walk up placings and is a notable runner. Keep 
HAISY DE BERTRANGE (8) safe for a placing on best driven form. Racing barefoot. 

Selections 

HALBANE DU COUDRAY (13) - HAVANA DE SOYORA (16) - HUGOLINE (3) - HAISY DE BERTRANGE 
(8)  



Race 4 - Prix Raceandcare -  2850m Harness. Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. HALTO MESSI - Steps up in grade and will need to improve if he is to factor. 

2. HARRY MONTAVAL - Winless after fifteen runs but has shown ability. Place claims. 

3. HIANT DU VAL - String of modest efforts and needs to re-find form.  

4. HACKER D'ERI - DQ the last twice and hard to trust following that.  

5. HO MY GOD ONE - 1L second at Paray-Le-Monial two starts ago. That was a career best and holds claims 

if able to build upon that.  

6. HELIUM VELCO - Game 2.25L winner at this track 23 days ago. Surprised the market that day. Return 

here suits and looks a solid pick. 

7. HULK DE LA VALLEE - 8L fifth at Vichy two weeks ago. Now third up so can be primed and is a potential 

big improver. Each way chance. 

8. HIRTAL - 13L fifth at Lignieres last week. That was best run for some time but happy to take on once 

more. 

9. HEROS DES MOTTES - 3.75L second at Saint Galmier in a similar contest three weeks ago. Consider if 

able to build upon that. 

10. HELLO BOY DU PIC - Winless after sixteen starts but running with credit recently and has each way 

claims. 

11. HOUZO VICI - Been freshened following a DQ in a strong race at Vincennes in April. Won two starts 

previous to that in this grade. Big chance on return. 

12. HIP HOP SENOVILLE - Won four of nine career starts so far including only previous run at this track. 

Resumes after three months absence but expected to be primed. Shortlisted. 

13. HENRIQUE - String of DQs and easily opposed at present.  

14. HOPEFULLY JET - Disappointing on last two starts but in much better form before that and hard to 

entirely rule out. 

15. HANDY GOLD - Form figures do not appeal but drops in grade and faces more realistic task here. Each 

way hope. 

Summary: HELIUM VELCO (6) gamely held rivals for a 2.25L win here. In great form and may be hard to 
beat once more. HIP HOP SENOVILLE (12) won four of nine attempts so far. That record is admirable while 
also won only previous course run. Rates a chance. HEROS DES MOTTES (9) placed at Saint Galmier. That 
form reads well. Consider. HOUZO VICI (11) found success the past two starts in this grade. Threat to all. 

Selections 

HELIUM VELCO (6) - HIP HOP SENOVILLE (12) - HEROS DES MOTTES (9) - HOUZO VICI (11)  



Race 5 - Prix Renault Mathieu -  2850m Harness. Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. GINGER DE CHANLECY - Uninspiring recent form figures and easily opposed.  

2. GLINKA FAFA - Struggling to find the finish of late and best watched at present.  

3. GOLDEN SNOB - DQ on last two runs. Eased in grade however and may do better. Each way chance.  

4. GEORGIA D'ESTEE - Won three starts ago but disappointing in subsequent runs. Needs more.  

5. GORLINE DE CARSI - Resumes after nine month absence. Market check likely to prove best guide on 

return.  

6. GALAXIE DE CAPONET - Placed on two of final three starts last campaign. Resumes in suitable contest 

and holds each way claims. Runs barefoot. 

7. GALBANE MONTAVAL - Uninspiring string of runs and likely to struggle once more.  

8. GRACE PARKER - Been freshened following a DQ at Vichy in May. Remains a smart prospect however 

and expected to be primed. Keep safe. 

9. GABY DE GOUYE - 1.25L second here 23 days ago. If anything this looks slightly easier so expected to 

go close. 

10. GARE A ELLE - Running creditably in defeat without troubling the judge. Switches to preferred track 

though and may improve. Each way chance without shoes. 

11. GOLDEN FLOWER - DQ at Vichy three weeks ago but claims on placed finish on start before at the 

same venue. Worth another chance. 

12. GANJA - Down the field on recent starts and unlikely to factor amongst this field. 

Summary: GRACE PARKER (8) maintains a fine winning record. Expected to be primed for this and looks 
the one to beat. GABY DE GOUYE (9) was a close second here. Can improve again so look to keep safe. 
GARE A ELLE (10) won two of three runs at this track. Performed creditably elsewhere and the switch to this 
track suits. Shortlisted. GALAXIE DE CAPONET (6) placed on final outing the previous campaign. Holds 
each way claims on return. 

Selections 

GRACE PARKER (8) - GABY DE GOUYE (9) - GARE A ELLE (10) - GALAXIE DE CAPONET (6)  



Race 6 - Prix de la Chambre d'Agriculture de La Loire -  2850m Harness. Purse EUR €22,000. 

1. GRANIT PACO - Eighth beaten 4.25L at this venue in a lower class 23 days ago. Going well but needs 

more.  

2. GOLD DU RABUTIN - Sixth beaten 7.25L after a break at Vichy nineteen days ago. Could improve second 

up.  

3. GLAMOUR EAGLE - Not been at his best in lower classes and needs first time barefoot at the front to 

bring improvement. 

4. GITANO DE FELINE - Third beaten 2.5L at Vichy in a lower class nineteen days ago. Won at this level 

three starts back and can be considered. 

5. GRACELAND - Third beaten 7L at Lyon-Parilly in this class last month. Third up after a break and could 

improve again. 

6. GRACE A TOI JILME - Sixth beaten 9.25L in this class from behind the mobile at Vichy. Place hope. 

7. GOTHIQUA DE BUSSET - Seventh at a country track in a mounted event eleven days ago. Needs to 

improve back into a driven contest. 

8. GO AND FLASH - Fifth at a country track eleven days ago in the saddle. Runner up the time before in a 

driven race. Not dismissed. 

9. GIRL DES MOTTES - Out of form and needs the class drop to help.  

10. GELINDA - In form and was only beaten 2L when fourth in a lower class. Runner-up the time before in a 

higher grade contest. Claims racing barefoot. 

Summary: GELINDA (10) was only beaten 2L at Hyeres recently. Runner-up the time before in a higher 
class and is the one to beat. GO AND FLASH (8) ran fifth at a country track in a mounted event while the 
time before was second in a driven contest. Likely to improve. GITANO DE FELINE (4) managed a third in a 
lower grade at Vichy and won at this level three starts back. GRACELAND (5) placed in this grade at Lyon-
Parilly. May go well again. 

Selections 

GELINDA (10) - GO AND FLASH (8) - GITANO DE FELINE (4) - GRACELAND (5)  



Race 7 - Prix Atrial -  2050m Harness. Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. FARCEUSE DE MEAUCE - 4.5L third at Vichy two weeks ago in this grade. A consistent six year old who 

can build on that effort. 

2. FOLLOW DARLING - 12L ninth at this venue just over three weeks back in this level. Needs progress. 

3. FANNY DE FOUQUE - Seventh on past three attempts including at Vichy twenty days ago. Could improve 

having a first run here. 

4. FALGA DE RITZ - Struggled ninth at Vichy just over two weeks back in this class. Poor overall form this 

season. Needs more. 

5. FAMILOTE - Neck winner of a Cluny class F handicap three weeks ago. Shortlisted to follow up running 

barefoot. 

6. FANNY LOULOU - DQ here 23 days ago. Fair 2.5L seventh at Lyon-Parilly prior. May bounce back without 

shoes. 

7. FRIMOUSSE DE NUIT - Good 1.25L third in this grade at this venue 23 days ago behind two re-opposing 

rivals. In the mix. 

8. FIT DESTINEE - 1.25L second two runs back at this venue behind Faratina. DQ since. Holds claims to 

bounce back. 

9. FARATINA - 1.25L winner here beating multiple re-opposing rivals two outings back. Good second since  

at Lignieres last week. Leading contender racing barefoot. 

10. FALONNE D'ARZAL - DQ inside the final 600m at this track 23 days ago after setting the pace. Place 

hope if at best. 

11. FERIKA DAIRPET - 12L eighth at this circuit just over three weeks ago in this level. Needs to take a step 

forward. 

12. FINEST HOUR - Fair 5.5L sixth behind re-opposing rivals two runs back here prior to a DQ at this track 

a week later. Each way chance if at best. 

Summary: FARATINA (9) scored by 1.25L here beating multiple re-opposing rivals two outings back. Good 
second since at Lignieres last week and is a leading contender racing barefoot. FRIMOUSSE DE NUIT (7) 
produced a 1.25L third in this grade at this course behind two re-opposing rivals. In the mix. FIT DESTINEE 
(8) was 1.25L second two runs ago at this venue behind Faratina. DQ since and holds claims to bounce back. 
FAMILOTE (5) found success by a neck in a Cluny class F handicap. Shortlisted to follow up running barefoot. 

Selections 

FARATINA (9) - FRIMOUSSE DE NUIT (7) - FIT DESTINEE (8) - FAMILOTE (5) 


